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Opus the day we found earth

Open the Mac App Store to buy and download apps. I'll always be with you when you remember LISA's coordinates. Dive into the galaxy without limit and embark on a heartfelt adventure! Help our little robot, Emeth, fulfill a centuries-old promise to save Humanity by founding Earth - so step on the spaceship, run a deep space telescope
and find out what's out there in an unlimited, unexplored outer space. A robot without a target is nothing more than a calculator. So, listen ... Your goal is to find earth. Do we have a deal? - Dr. Lisa, creator of the robot and who believes that the Earth is not just a myth. We have an agreement... Emeth will find Earth! - Emeth, robot.=...
light-hearted space exploration and stargazing suitable for this authority for a T. - Rock Paper Shotgun I (OPUS) resonates with it on a spiritual level. [10/10] – OPNoobs... you may want to make sure there is a tissue nearby. [4/5] – Jay is the games=▪A story-driven experience that defies the world▪ Unique game mechanics ▪ Meticulously
crafted art ▪ to explore a galaxy and disappear ▪ A beautiful soundtrack for cold tingle ▪ for chill out chill out =man forgot his origins And finding him in a robot should help his creator continue his desire, as he realizes a greater purpose within his little mechanical heart. An atmospheric, heartfelt story written by the author, who has won the
Best Narrative Award several times, awaits you! Be a NASA scientist by running a space telescope to tmak nearby stars in space as the game adventure begins! Also, the game is like a visual novel searching with a spaceship full of mysterious items to reveal the history of a centuries-old mission. ArtDive to explore a vibrant star
landscape filled with lovingly crafted milky way into space, nebulas, planets and asteroids. MusicEnjoy 17 beautiful heartfelt, bittersweet music, and organically generated soundscape as you travel through the galaxy!=The full version of OPUS requires a one-time purchase to unlock it, but its first part is for free *Optimize – iPhone 5 and
above, iPad Mini and above, iPod Touch 5Requires iOS 8.0 and above, albeit completely free. For the rest of the story, you will have to buy and unlock the full version of the game for progress. December 8, 2019 Version 3.3.3 Solve solution problems on iPhone 11This game is beautiful! The graphic is really attractive and the dialogue is
full of emotion and personality. Emeth is a lovely character who immediately falls in love. I would totally recommend this to everyone! Fame allows you to roam freely and there is no limit to how much you can use the telescope like many games. Without restrictions this game is enjoyable and captures the attention of many others who are
sure of me and im. Spoiler!! It tells an amazing and crazy story of people who forget that the world even exists. And now, Emeth, humanity is tasked with finding the world before it disappears. I love it so much and I hope you find it as fun as many after me. -MARK I don't write reviews often but this game deserves it. This game has a very
interesting story! You feel connected to the characters and you care about them. Although it is only about 60-90 minutes long, the game has a very complete story with unforgettable characters, starting, middle and end and a very clear goal. This game is absolutely amazing and there is a very nice variation of copy paste games that the
App Store has to offer as clans clash and there are clones and war games and clones. I actually have quality games with the story and don't see many apps that I get 5 star friends for it! The speed is a complete change, not a game jut, nor just a story, with excellent ambient music and graphics ... Man (I) collaborates with robot Emeth to
find Earth; Emeth should cooperate with Dr. Lisa's hologram. All three of me need to succeed to save the human race. No conflict, no aliens, no gore, but so gripping that for the first time a planet has the same features of matching Earth with 70%, my heart made a leap and I literally held my breath, as if _I_ someone lost in space ..... You
can be sure that if you put it down very hard, but if you do, it will wait for you . . . The absolute pleasure of a game. Makoto's note, Episode Pack Planet Dream Episode Pack Developer, SIGONO INC., did not provide details about privacy practices and data processing to Apple. For more information, see the developer's privacy policy. The
developer must provide privacy information when sending the next app update. Developer Website App Support Privacy Policy Imagem nÜ£o disponÃvel paraCor: Our little robot, Emeth, helps you fulfill a century of promise to find the World to save humanity. Step into a spaceship and run a deep space telescope and find out what's
beyond boundless, unexplored space. A robot without a target is nothing more than a calculator. So, listen ... Your goal is to find earth. Do we have a deal? - Emeth's creator, Dr. Lisa... Emeth will find Earth! - Emeth, robot. STORY - Millions of years in the future, I forgot the origin of humanity - Earth. Help Emeth's creator maintain his
desire to find it, because he realizes there is a greater purpose inside his little mechanical heart. An atmospheric, heartfelt story written by a multi-award winning writer awaits you! SCAN - Run a space telescope that scans nearby stars like a Nasa scientist! SEARCH - Discover a spaceship full of mysterious items to uncover the history of
a centuries-old mission. ART - To explore a vibrant star landscape filled with lovingly crafted planets, nebulae, stars and galaxies Branch. MUSIC - Enjoy 17 beautiful bittersweet soundtracks, and organic ready to lose yourself soundscape as you travel through the galaxy! Read more Explore the official site of this game Play online,
access classic Super NES™ games and morenintendo Switch Online membership. Save Data Cloud backup required a Nintendo Switch Online membership (sold separately). although the size of © SIGONO INC is small so you may want to make sure that the feeling of this game story is strong so there is a nearby texture.- Lori.h, Jay in
his heart this love is a simple story, friendship, and accepts transirieonity, but so wonderful that everyone said to take it and enjoy it.- Iain Garner , HaogamersOPUS: The Day We Find the World, is a game with a story to tell. His fascinating narrative begged me to keep playing at any moment. He gave me little giggles, put a smile on my
face and made me overwhelmed with grief.- Joshua Olivieri, Switch Era This article is an orphan, no other article as linking to him. Please introduce links to this page from related articles; for suggestions, try the find link tool. (August 2016) OPUS: EarthDeveloper(s)SIGONOPublisher(s)SIGONOPlatform(s)Microsoft Windows, Mac OS X,
Android, iOS, Nintendo SwitchReleaseAndroid, iOS October 22, 2015Windows, Mac OS XNisan 22, 2016Nintendo SwitchNovember 30, 2017Genre(s)AdventureMode(s)The Day Found We (styled as Earth EARTH: The Day We Find earth) is an independent game in Taiwan, SIGONO (originally Team Signal Team), an independent
game. It was first released on iOS and Android on October 22, 2015. [1] A PC port was later released on Steam, available to Users of Microsoft Windows and Mac OS X. [2] On February 16, 2016, game 12. [3] [4] Gameplay OPUS: The Day We Found Earth is an exploration adventure game in which players have to use a space telescope
to search for the world in the universe. By finding and scanning nearby stars, players make progress and unlock the spaceship's areas. As a new space lock, they can examine items and facilities inside to discover stories and the secrets of each character. In Space Exploration Telescope mode, players first choose a mission that provides
some clues to find a potential Earth. They then move the telescope and scan nearby stars. When the target is detected and scanned, players receive an analysis report of that planet, including radius, mass, temperature, water coverage, and Earth similarity. Once discovered, players can give the planet a name of their choice. Spaceship
Reconnaissance Players always finish a mission, the story goes as they return to the spaceship, unlocking new missions and fields for exploration. When players click on an interactable item or property, the dialog box opens and sometimes there are tips for unlocking special missions where the target can be a star, And even supernova.
Opus' story: The Day We Find Earth begins tens of millions of years after people have already abandoned their origin planet to live among the stars. By then, Earth had become a mythical planet, and belief in its existence had become a religion called Earth matter. On the other hand, the human gene pool has broken down after thousands
of years of genetic engineering, and the only way to return this damage is to extend to the oldest remaining gene sample on their long-forgotten planet. Project Earth was later established and a spaceship called OPUS was launched to search for Earth and save the failed human race. The story follows OPUS' Emeth, a childish robot built
by doctor Lisa from the crew to support the mission, but is soon forced to close for unknown reasons. After re-launching from her long hibernation, Emeth finds her alone on board, until doctor Lisa activates her AI hologram. Emeth decided to continue her mission with the help of the hologram Lisa to keep her promise to find Earth. The
original soundtrack for Music OPUS: The Day We Found Earth was first released on Bandcamp on October 21, 2015. [5] It was later released on Steam as downloadable content for the game. [6] All music in the game is included with four bonus pieces. All tracks were written, produced and recorded by Taiwanese musician Triodust.
ReceptionAaaa'sAggregatorScoreMetacriticNS: 74/100[7] OPUS: The Day We Found Earth, Google Play Editor's Choice,[8] has been recognized many times, including nominations for Best Meaningful Game at the 2016 International Mobile Game Awards. Best Mobile Game, Excellence in Sound at Indieplay 2016, Excellence in
Storytelling at IMGA SEA 2017, Best Narration at the 2017 TpGS Indie Gaming Awards. [3] [9] The sequel opus: Rocket of Whispers was released on September 14, 2017. [10] References ^ 獨中 OPUS中期確定計畫中畫⾯獨中中曝中 巴哈姆特電玩資訊站. Accessed on May 20, 2016. ^ 中中團隊中中製 OPUS中中計畫中 Buhar中中望遠中
遺中故鄉. 巴哈姆特電玩資訊站. Accessed on May 20, 2016. ^ a b 12. International Mobile Gaming Awards. Accessed on May 20, 2016. ^ 中團隊中中製中OPUS 中中圍計畫中 12 屆中獎. 巴哈姆特電玩資訊站. Accessed on May 20, 2016. ^ OPUS: The Day We Found the World (Original Soundtrack), by Triodust. SIGONO. Archived May 7,
2016 from source. Accessed on May 20, 2016. ^ OPUS Original Soundtrack On Steam. Steam Supported Store. Accessed on May 20, 2016. ^ OPUS: The Day We Found the World for Key Reviews. Metacritic. CBS Interactive. Accessed June 8, 2018. ^ HOOZAH! OPUS, Google Editors... Facebook. Accessed on May 20, 2016. ^ 2016
indiePlay中戏嘉中获奖名单布中中. VGTime. Accessed August 1, 2016. ^ PRESSKIT - SIGONO. Archived from source in 2018-01-31. Accessed: 2017-11-20. External links Official website Received
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